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Lesson Plans – Red Flag Words and Phrases Objective: Students learn to recognize a variety of transitional, attention getting “red flag” words and phrases in the context of suspenseful segments. Procedure: 1.) Explain to the class that a red flag is usually a signal that tells you to “look out!”. In suspense building, red flag words and phrases are used to grab the reader’s attention, to signal that something important is about to happen. They are also transitional words that clue the reader in to what will happen next. 2.) Reproduce and distribute the age appropriate exercise on pp. 229-231. Demonstrate how the red flag words and phrases can be used. Try out a number of them, and encourage students to choose those that seem most appealing. 3.) BONUS - Discuss with students the key elements of “Magic of Three” in the examples provided. Highlight each hint and point out the fact that the hints are not just things seen, but things heard, felt, or sensed. Ask the class to determine the main character’s reaction after each hint, and discuss how the tension builds as the author stretches out the segment. Then, have them name the revelation. This will prepare them for the exercises on pp. 223-235 which require them to name the elements in examples of “Magic of Three”.



PLEASE NOTE: Many of these lessons are great lead-ins to elaborative detail. Challenge students to follow the revelation in the Magic of Three Sequence with elaborative detail, describing the story critical character or object.
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Student Page Name____________________________________________ Red Flag Words and Phrases - 1 Authors use red flag words and phrases to build suspense. They use them to grab the reader’s attention and to tell the reader “Look out! Something important is about to happen!” Look at the list of red flag words and phrases below. Read the suspenseful segment. Place a red flag word or phrase in each blank. RED FLAG WORDS AND PHRASES Suddenly



Just then



All of a sudden



A moment later



In the blink of an eye



Without warning



Instantly



To her surprise



The next thing she knew



(Add your own)



Kelly bent to pick a flower in the garden. ________________________ she heard the sound of quiet footsteps. She looked around but didn’t see anyone. Must be a neighbor passing by, she thought. She shrugged and picked another flower. ________________________ Kelly saw the leaves of the flowers swaying. Could it be a little squirrel nibbling on the tulips, she thought. She walked toward the tulips, but there was nothing there. Kelly frowned and thought and thought. She took a few steps forward and stopped. ________________________ , there was a giggling sound just up ahead. Kelly pushed the flowers aside and jumped back. Standing there between the daisies was an elf!



THINK ABOUT IT: What senses did the author use to hint that Kelly was not alone? Underline the sensory clues. How was Kelly feeling? Circle phrases that show her feelings.
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Student Page Name____________________________________________ Red Flag Words and Phrases - 2 Authors use red flag words and phrases to build suspense. They use them to grab the reader’s attention and to tell the reader “Look out! Something important is about to happen!” Look at the list of red flag words and phrases below. Read the suspenseful segment. Place a red flag word or phrase in each blank. RED FLAG WORDS AND PHRASES Suddenly



Just then



All of a sudden



A moment later



In the blink of an eye



Without warning



Instantly



To his surprise



The next thing he knew



(Add your own) Jimmy made his way into the cave. It was dark and mysterious in there. He gripped his flashlight tightly. ________________________, he heard a squeaking sound. Jimmy aimed the light along the rough stone floor of the cave, but didn’t notice anything unusual. He walked on, straining to hear the peculiar sound again. ________________________, he felt something smack against his back. He spun around, desperately flashing the light in all directions. But, all he saw were the damp walls of the cave. He considered turning back, but inched on, determined. ________________________, there was a sound like clapping, and Jimmy was pelted with what felt like hundreds of soft furry tennis balls. He somehow fought the panic and scanned the far corner of the cave with his flashlight. What he saw were hundreds, maybe thousands of bats!



THINK ABOUT IT: What senses did the author use to hint that Jimmy was not alone? Underline the sensory clues. How was Jimmy feeling? Circle phrases that show his feelings.
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Student Page Name____________________________________________ Red Flag Words and Phrases - 3 Authors use red flag words and phrases to build suspense. They use them to grab the reader’s attention and to tell the reader “Look out! Something important is about to happen!” Look at the list of red flag words and phrases below. Read the suspenseful segment. Place a red flag word or phrase in each blank. RED FLAG WORDS AND PHRASES Suddenly



Just then



All of a sudden



A moment later



In the blink of an eye



Without warning



Instantly



To his surprise



The next thing he knew



(Add your own) Jeremy was upset. Night was falling fast, and he didn’t have a clue where he was. The desert sun was setting and, unbelievably, it was getting cold. He shivered and dragged himself forward, in a direction he hoped would lead back to the campsite. ________________________, he had the overwhelming feeling that he was being watched. Was it an animal? Another person? If it was a person, why wouldn’t they call out to him? He looked around in all directions, his entire body a bundle of nerves. Maybe it was the heat, maybe it was his fear, but the desert seemed as dead as ever. Nothing but dry parched soil. He shook his head and trudged on. ________________________, he thought he heard something behind him. He slowed down in order to listen better. Was it his imagination, or did he hear footsteps? He spun around, cold sweat running down his back. Nothing. Just the endless desert landscape, a tall saguaro here and there standing like sentinels in the dusk. He sighed, stared at his dusty shoes and walked on. The desert was enough to make anyone edgy, he thought. ________________________, a long shadow fell across the sand in front of Jeremy. He froze, and looked up. A tall, ragged stranger stepped out from behind a cactus. Who was he, and what did he want? THINK ABOUT IT: What senses did the author use to hint that Jeremy was not alone? Underline the sensory clues. How was Jeremy feeling? Circle phrases that show his feelings. ©2004 Empowering Writers, LLC
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